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bite-size haiku
Cathie Borrie

 dismantle all truth
 create collaboratives
 of iteration.

 collage in new ways
 pieces of cut copy paste
 then see what happens.

 elemental texts
	 find	a	home	in	the	Genre
 of Tiny Wonders.
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The Other, Isabelle Duverger
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Contractions
Guilherme Bergamini

In Brazil, 85% of deliveries are cesarean and 15% normal. The reverse 
of what the World Health Organization (WHO) recommends.

The	culture	of	cesarean	section	aiming	at	profit	destroys	the	woman’s	
desire to give birth. I was able to have the privilege of experiencing 
this most primitive moment of the human being, which is the act of 
giving birth at home.

During 30 hours of contraction, an indescribable strength and 
resistance of the mother, Malu was born in our room on June 29, 
2015.

From	June	19th	 to	July	10th,	 I	went	 to	 the	Post	Office	 to	send	a	
postcard to Malu, a simple and childlike dialogue to make it 
official	and	materialize	that	moment.	In	a	cardboard	box,	the	main	
magazines and newspapers of the 29th are kept with the postcards 
that will be delivered to her on June 29, 2030, at 8:35 am.
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Malu, hoje sua mãe foi a consulta com a enfermeira obstetra e 
chegou muito tranquila. Você já pesa 3 kg, 50 centímetros de altura 
e ocupa quase todo o útero. Sua mãe passou o dia todo sentindo 
fisicamente,	que	você	esta	cada	vez	mais	próxima.
Amamos você, papai e mamãe!

Malu, today your mother went with the obstetrician nurse to the 
clinic and arrived safely. You already weigh 3 kg, 50 cm tall and 
occupy almost the entire uterus. Your mother spent all day feeling 
you physically, that you are getting closer and closer.
We love you, Mommy and daddy!
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Malu você nasceu hoje dia 29 de junho de 2015 às 8:35, pesando 
3,250 kg, medindo 49 centímetros. Seu nascimento foi maravilhoso 
em nosso quarto depois de 30 horas de contração!
Amamos você, papai e mamãe!

Malu you were born today: June 29, 2015 at 8:35 hs, weighing 3,250 
kg, measuring 49 centimeters. Your birth was wonderful in our 
room, after 30 hours of contraction!
We love you, Mommy and daddy!
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Malu, é indescritível a sensação e o sentimento da forma como você 
veio a nossa vida. Toda sua gestação foi perfeita, sempre tranquila 
e serena. Sua mãe entrou em contração às 2:00 do sábado e às 
8:43 da segunda-feira, em nosso lar, você apareceu com toda força 
e saúde. Um presente de Deus em nossas vidas. Seja muito bem 
vinda em nossas vidas.
Amamos você, papai e mamãe!

Malu, it is indescribably the sensation and the feeling of the way 
you came into our life. All your gestation was perfect, always quiet 
and serene. Your mother had contractions at 2:00 a.m on Saturday 
and at 8:43 a.m on Monday. In our home, you appeared with all 
strength	and	health.	A	gift	from	God	in	our	lives.	Be	very	welcome	
in our lives.
We love you, Mommy and daddy!
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Mistranslations
Emma Miao

after “靜夜思” by Li Bai
 
床前明月光

Moonlight falls before the bed
 
疑是地上霜

Like frost on the frozen ground.
 
举头望明月

Look up at the bright moon,
 
低头思故乡。

Look down, think of home.
 
 
1. 
 
the moon falls / like ice. / the moon stands 
on the bed / breaks / into so many other 
moons.	/	&	fingers.	/	the	night,	slashing	open	//
the day I left // the frost. / 
& the whiplashed bones / of the 
roadstruck deer
 
2.
 
the sky / is a bruise / swallowing
me whole / this house / means a
child,	laughing	in	mama’s	arms	//	means
what is the moon / if not my body //
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& the deer / stared me in the mouth / 
four years / skidding on the midnight 
road / & the eyes / saying turn back / 
carve up the bed              & grieve
  
3.
 
Snow falls on the snowy moon. Look up, child. 
Home is some unreachable thing.
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Cytosome
Emma Miao

A catacomb, criss-crossing like palindromes.
Cyborgs circuiting stopwatches in droves.
Chroma-vested Siamese scurrying to circuses.
A polypropylene cordovan maillot.
Sundown’s	blood-lyric	miscarrying	on	cephalic
roads. I burrow, salient as symphony.
I	cymbal-clove.	Grow	cynical	with	concepts
and stoves. Stutter smoke-stones in burnished homes.
In this grove, I schist glistening prisms. Trove coarse stucco;
split crusted cysts. I schism. I styrofoam. The cyan sky
suaves to coal. The light codes a lambent torpedo.
Pressed upon the dome, my vision: furloughed
planetary silhouettes six centuries ago.
Epistles plaster conical coils. Bodacious sailors
consult astrolabes. Royals don embroidered robes.
I systaltic. I alcove. I brittle my bones
with honeycomb. Constellations sieve, like synapses,
with time. I syncopate, softly. I silver this ridge,
conducting. I breathless. I syzygy. I stone.
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Questions, Answers
Samuel T Franklin

O restless midnight,
what happens
when the moon bends her wrists
and braids silver mist through the trees?

 When the moon bends her wrists
 and braids silver mist through the trees,
 I grow like switchgrass
 and stretch out my hands to feel the night.

O wandering spirit,
what happens
when fireflies lantern your wooded path
and offer you handfuls of cool and wormy earth?

	 When	fireflies	lantern	my	wooded	path
 and offer me handfuls of cool and wormy earth,
 my heart grows a tangled crab apple forest,
 my hair becomes a pastureland of ripened wheat.

O waiting sunrise,
what happens
just before you climb up from dawn’s well,
when the grey world is still wet with night?

	 Just	before	I	climb	up	from	dawn’s	well,
 when the grey world is still wet with night,
	 I	dream	of	burrowing	beneath	a	mulberry’s	quiet	roots
 and listening to the soft incantation of falling leaves.
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Mid-breath, a Question
Samuel T Franklin

Like that time we went driving past moonrise along black backroads 
and	the	cornflats	sprawled	like	silver	oceans	while	summer’s	skirling	
nightbug chorus howled around in our truck and deer appeared 
like ghostly totems roadside in our blazing trucklights and the 
hovering	swarms	of	fireflies	sparked	and	burned	crazily	everywhere	
with arhythmic timings and when we bucked that little traintrack hill 
I	flipped	the	highbeams	out	like	spears	of	fire	into	that	space-dark	
night and as though in response the sky yes the entire roof of the 
world

    flashed

as	all	 the	fireflies	 flared	 together	back	at	us	 like	a	million-million	
eyes blinking in unison like countless discordant voices suddenly 
joined into one pure note like a question cleaving a breath in half 
and all the world was quiet then and still in the sudden light save 
for us barreling through it two spellbound creatures who knew only 
that something beautiful had happened and we alone were there 
to see it.



from Landscape, with Changing Weather
Steven Salmoni

The diver stood on top of the sweetgum tree like some statue in 
midair, with his hands over his head ready to dive.

That tree, which I loved for its embraces. Of diminutive plants, of 
which	one	can	only	think.	The	field	adjacent	is	a	wind,	and	whatever	
summons	a	new	draft	of	old	 friends	 that	 I’ve	gone	a	 little	empty	
in escaping, the notwithstanding space may yet be fertile in the 
world.	 I’ve	 left	 it	 for	 others	 to	 arrive,	 to	 occupy.	Drew	my	 hands	
out in the forest. Where for once on the contrary, all is peace, and 
the ivy is moist to the touch. All for peace, a few species of trees, 
broken limbs and wood-like, breathing the quiet balmy, the wet 
soil, the sawdust swirled in secret divinations, and about which I 
have	seen	“steep	interlopers	in	their	sovereignty,	flashing	through	
the evergreen.”

Hold them in their timber, which held so long. I loved the slight 
solitary hope that seems. They suppressed the stranger air and called 
for that rare solar eruption, my friends gone, all autumn meager 
vacancies to seize. Local giants of the plant world in abandoned 
palisade, as I left them, holding out my hand. There used to be, 
on the contrary, but all is peace, and my hand retouched the raw, 
moist stumps. All peace, wood, trees about to ply the emergent 
leaves, such a quiet fragrance, piling sawdust, wild Tibetan soil, so 
that I did and unseasonable I fell. I fell as the intruder spites, as the 
sovereign	flashes	its	domain,	New	England	evergreen,	the	spruce,	
the	fir,	what	seems	because	it	 is,	what	has	been	the	monopoly	of	
soil, whether it is an entity proper to itself. In this way, to care for 
the differences between has been to complete the import of their 
natures, and if this truth is not all, the degree of difference is no 
more	or	no	less	significant.
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Evolution, Gemma Pepper 
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Let sleeping dogs lie, Gemma Pepper 
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Yarrowing 
Emily Trenholm

Yarrowing–– [Yah-row-ing] verb : To burrow into while wearing 
yellow and being composed of thread and loose memorabilia. One 
cannot yarrow unless one is made of yellow, thread, and eclectic 
objects, otherwise the word is just burrowing, not yarrowing. We 
reserve the word yarrowing for burrowing entities with the delicate 
curiosities and traits listed above. 

~

There was always a golden thread in my sewing kit, among the tie-
dyed	embroidery	floss,	embroidered	butterfly,	never	used	crochet	
hooks in every size, and other loose bits of thread in almost every 
color.	I	brushed	it	with	my	fingers	as	I	eyed	the	butterfly	on	a	cold	
day in January, as I cocooned in blankets, sewing in bed. To sew in 
bed is a bad habit of mine—mind the needles, please. I reached 
past	it	for	the	green	tie-dyed	floss	to	braid	a	new	key	ring.	For	my	
keys	I	always	can’t	find	in	my	small	dark	pocket	of	a	purse.

Why did I reach for what was bright, but not too bright? Though 
the light is returning, I musn’t take it for granted. Between the piles 
of snow that absorb all sound and the numbing blue glow of my 
computer screen, I feel as if I may have lost the thread. Of my being, 
of what tale I am telling now.

~

Yellow, yellowing. The little girl left a mark of yellow on his palm. 
Not physically, but psychically. And this is why he hurt her. He was 
broken open, unraveled by beauty, yellowing. It became something 
he	 could	 not	 contain.	 His	 name	 was	 Seymour	 Glass,	 from	 J.D.	
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Salinger’s	Seymour, an Introduction. He later died on A Perfect Day 
for Bananafish.

~

Biodynamic Preparation #502. The form of yarrow echoed in the 
form of the antlers of a stag. Kill a stag. Dry its bladder from beams 
of barn, shed, or greenhouse. Fill it with dried yarrow blossoms then 
sew it up. You think it resembles a seed, though it is slippery like a 
live thing. Now steep further in yarrow tea. Bury in the ground. Dig 
up one season later.

~

To be homespun, psychically yellow with life 

  To burrow anyway

To dig up what was, in fact, never buried

This piece emerged from an exercise done with Wisdom Body Collective, a 
process-based artist collective. One person invents a word, then the next writes 
a definition, and a third writes a poem/essay centered around the new word. My 
collaborators here are Stephanie Michele and Chloe Tsolakoglou. This exercise 
(and our collective) celebrates that all art is co-collaboration.
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Death dream in purple
Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad

When the cicadas fell silent,
I studied the shape of
my hands, moonlit,
watched their edges
blur and bleed. I dreamt
of what it was like to
disintegrate, curled fetal
in the peaceful folds
of a muslin wrap.
From within the dark
pith of my capsula mundi,
I watched spring paint
blooms on lasiandra trees,
purples lush against the
Egyptian blue of the night.
This was how I always saw
the end – cells weeping
iridescent, seeping through
soil, atoms coursing up
the	fledgling	roots	of
spring’s	lasiandra	saplings,
in a dawn where the afterlife
stretched like a rippleless ocean
the shade of African violets.
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POND / REFLECTING
Lorelei Bacht

This collection of poems in answer to the following question:
How did the fish first get into the pond?

pond / reflecting (14)

pond	/	reflecting	/	

the nest of wasps / a delicate paper / 
heat-bleached in white / 

thin wings of paper seeds 
in thousands / white dresses of tulle / 
of transparency /

we aim for life / we aim for a distant 
chance to remake our mother / 

a tree giving / now given. 

*****

pond / reflecting (15)

pond	/	reflecting	/	

our mother / a tree meticulous / 
gift of her saps / wings / 

we	are	winged	/	and	prepared	to	fly	/	
a helix / a plane / 
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line of the wind which we follow 
to more / to else / to home / 
an unknown arrival / 

unlike a cicada / a seed 
begins wing / then turns larva.

*****

These poems (which are part of a longer collection) all refer to a half 
real / half imagined pond, which is a composite of a large natural 
pond and a few rivulets and canals located in the same area, in rural 
Northern Thailand – technically part of a monsoon forest, a rich 
habitat that dries up in the hot season and comes back to life with 
the first rains and an endless source of poetic inspiration.
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The fancy dress is hung. The wedding ring is lost.
Lorelei Bacht

It was cold and it rained; he felt like an actor.
Middle-aged middleman, he thought he might 
Walk away for a while, to try his broken hand 
At lack of commitment, cake, consideration –– 
Perhaps, at last, an arc. 
 
He hesitated, then did not, and quietly set out 
To try it in a different key –– his wife asleep, still,
To his latent, then not so latent fuss. 
Joking about girlfriends, I left the doors
Unlocked.  
 
To me, he was spring, still, pink blooms, roses.
Cooking in the kitchen, waving in the driveway, 
Looking immaculate on his way out 
To work –– I did not know back then 
About that parking lot. 
 
The parking lot, the mangoes and the lies
Came to me all at once, by night. I spoke 
Into his eyes, words of panic-stricken attachment.  
Then I broke all the cups, frightened 
Our small children. 
 
“Oh	no,	don’t	say	it’s	true”	––	a	devotion,	repeated.	
Passion	first,	then	a	dreary	tension,	an	ache
Which we could not sustain. He gazed 
A gazeless stare and talked as though 
He was not there. 
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Stabbed by his sighing, the shrieking of nothing, 
His lack of effusion swirling in empty streets, 
I	made	my	way	back	home,	struggling	to	find	
My	place	as	nobody’s	wife.	
 
Before, elsewhere, he declared us: best friends. I heard 
The sound of mandolins, of pangolins, a trampoline 
Of joy. Such heights of pleasure, only out-measured 
By the depth of this funk. 
 
Next	time,	I’ll	try	it	in	a	normal	key.	
 

NB: this poem emerged from a collage of my husband’s favourite 
David Bowie songs –– a technique I have used as an attempt to 
make sense of his otherness.
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Establishing Roots

Establishing Roots first	created	in	2016	inspired	the	later	series	of	
altered atlases What Is and What Was. Establishing Roots uses a 
world atlas and as each page turns one house shape is hand-cut 
from the page. 

What Is and What Was from 2018 includes four wooden stools 
circling a table inviting viewers to sit down and view four altered 
North American and Canadian atlases. As the pages turn houses 
are removed from the page showing the changing landscape both 
through the altering of cut-outs and the found object of the atlas 
continuing to outdate itself. Looking In is one of the featured atlases 
in this piece. 

Establishing Roots
Jackie Partridge
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Establishing Roots details

Looking In
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Décollage
Jessica Lee McMillan

After takeoff, understanding the aerial view
is like diagnosing your own lunacy,

to unstick from the moon-dipped rhythm
supernova counterpoise, pulling seams,

undressing the suit, the skin of the gallery,
so groundless and dizzy without weight,

heat-stripped to beating dimensions
our fragments of psychic glue

revealing old print under torn wallpaper
found poetry, spelling new words,

text shrapnel, like starlight transmission
breaking through from the past.

When you excavate creation
have you lost its original image
or	multiplied	its	infinity?

When you take off into space
you lift an entity from earthly possession,

anchorless in marginal remains,
a new crossing that renovates

leaving the rocket in shambles,
drifting in a reverie cage.

*Décollage—(Fr. take off, air blast, lift off, Art: reverse collage) 
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Moss Growing from the Water Held to Their Mouths
Ashley Taylor

When it rains
 I listen for the toads
gathering in the gravel

 a communion
 of what I pencil in

becomes the syncopated beat
	 doesn’t	help	me
know when to breathe

 I sit with stone lions
 hold coins to their eyes

How	do	we	find	freedom
 in form?

 a compass spins
on its edge
 blurs of muted gold
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Do I Know What Dying Things Need?
Ashley Taylor

The cards try to explain
 what I keep

	 at	an	arm’s	length
but	I’ve	stopped	listening

I draw ginkgo leaves
 all over my body

 pretend I know
the	sky’s	greengold

make myself into leathery fungus
 ornamental and seedless
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a waking dream is the softest thicket
JS Thompson

the weekend gardener

has no ear for ivy

the nodes pop out

from swollen weed-roots

mud on the root of their cord

bulbs play menin-gioma

under earth

planter       mother       self

trouble from the start

a waking dream

is the softest thicket

 yet

to	the	weekend	gardener’s	ear

it sounds like   drunks

sliding down a chain link fence

an awkward signature like 7/8

quarter notes as key chains

spanning bars   and making mischief

bolt-by-bolt

the buttons torn off

a summer camp girl
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 you see

under the dirt

nothing  is not connected

you	don’t	grow	food

 by playing music

exactly as it is written
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free jazz
JS Thompson

 I am after jazz

  written down

 without its rhythms

no chord changes

  un-

  danceable

 even

the ear expects a bullet

 from the end of the barrel

	 	 but	there’s

   silence

 the

 gag

	 flag

 unfurls

 and reads

 bang!
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LACTOSE TOLERANT
Sarra Culleno

reincarnated. old for new.

(who were you before?)

yourself

amnesia replaced ambrosia.

(where did you go?)

eaten

yourself	traded	for	the	new	one’s

(what did you look like?)

bone

needs, all-consuming body, soul.

(were you once visible?)

thin

surrender; drain to erasure.

(were you always afraid?)

of love

stopping is cruel, reptilian,

(what was your name?)

sister / daughter
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inhuman

(who are you?)

mammalian

inhumane

(who are you?)

mother

unmammal

(who are you?)

lactose tolerant
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Chameleon
Konstantinos Patrinos

wrap my head up with bandages     fast    as cyclones spinning
cover	my	nose					tight								mouth	breathing	mummification				
in the making     naked body tries too hard       to merge 
with	whatever	background							has	yet	to	learn	the	fine	art
of not being prey      I am     clumsy chameleon      invisibility
in	the	making						salvation	or	curse							I	can’t	tell	hiding	
what’s	left	of	unscarred	skin							faintly	rainbow-glittering						
like aged mermaid tails     rotting beliefs    with shattered glass 
in their voice       sharpening rusty knives on my throat            
manliness										in	the	making													patriarch’s	firm	grip
my wrist cuffed onto a briefcase     swollen     with fake jewelry
when	I	was	being	told	so			I	really	didn’t	think	of	pink	elephants				
but						but							but										I	want	to										be	a	Gordian	knot				
in	the	middle	of	a	whooshing	sword’s	trajectory						I	want	to	be					
paper cranes      hanging from the ceiling         in proud silence.
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Formica
Peter J. King



Arsons
Peter J. King
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Nighttime Hue, Shannon Gardner
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dream state
Crystal Bowden

a quarter second nap,

“slumber with a key” to access the point

 between

sleep and wakefulness,

muscle paralysis and the hypnagogic sleep state,

 hypnagogic:

from	the	Greek	hupnos,	meaning	sleep

and

	 agōgos,

meaning leading –– leading to sleep

the key drops,

 hits

the plate,

startles you

 awake.

the rejection of reason

and

 logic,

rules that bind, the

 opposite of surrealism

“hand-painted dream photographs”

Dali

 tapping

into the imagery of the subconscious

bringing inner

 swirlings

of the mind to life with paint ––
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melting clockworks, heated

 wax

flowing	like	the	waves	of	time,

drifting away,

 fluid

as the current.

perhaps	it’s	slowing

or

time has no meaning.

sleep suspends us just outside reality,

locked away,

 tethered

to the rose that levitates up above,

pristine perfection in

 brilliance.

nature makes no mistakes.

shatter the containment

 of

time and reality

the	laws	of	this	universe	can’t	hold	us,

 here,

in our dream state, endless possibilities await.
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Tree of Life, Apu
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Sweet Caroline
Ali Bryan

Cleo	had	been	a	paramedic	for	twenty	years,	and	she’d	seen	it	all:	
hoarder	 houses,	botflies,	 sunshine	 ceilings,	murder-suicides,	pink	
carpets,	overdoses,	mummified	cats.	Her	partner,	Anthony,	on	the	
other hand, had not. He was a new graduate with twisted teeth and 
a Roman nose. Sometimes his mom packed him snacks.

They	were	parked	behind	a	Wendy’s	in	the	city’s	west	end,	sharing	
stories about summer camp, when a call came in about a man in 
medical	distress	by	 the	 Ikea.	To	Cleo’s	knowledge,	 the	 store	was	
closed, locked down pending an investigation into a restaurant 
fire.	Cleo	drove.	Anthony	sat	on	the	edge	of	his	seat,	cheeks	ruddy	
with nerves and head bouncing as the ambulance accelerated and 
merged onto the highway.

The	 details	 of	 the	 man’s	 condition	 were	 scant.	 Not	 breathing.	
Breathing.	Maybe	bleeding?	He’d	been	found	by	a	passerby.	Cleo	
always felt sorry for the passersby. They were melancholy people 
with their own problems: delinquent bills, unrequited love, eczema. 
For whatever reason when they stumbled upon a person in medical 
distress or in some cases, dead, they were forced to add trauma to 
their woes, so that when they lay in bed at night devising how they 
might	pay	off	their	debts	or	find	love	or	stop	their	legs	from	itching,	
they	were	met	 instead	with	 the	memory	of	a	 stranger’s	 vomit,	or	
reminded of his ghastly skin color, which was no color at all.

Cleo jerked into the Ikea parking lot, sirens wailing. Dispatch had 
said to go to the north entrance.

“I	don’t	see	anyone,”	said	Anthony.
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Cleo drove over a curb. Maybe the person requiring medical 
attention had been moved. The air was moist with impending rain. 
The awning stretching over the Returns and Exchanges entrance 
might provide shelter, but there was no victim propped up on a 
pillar, no passerby doing his best to offer anyone words of comfort 
or a blanket from his trunk.

Cleo parked, and Anthony clunked out of the ambulance with his 
heavy boots and boyish energy.

“This is Unit 78 responding to a report of a man in medical distress. 
We	can’t	seem	to	find	the	victim.”

A police car cruised into the parking lot, circled, and then drove 
toward the ambulance. Dispatch, as though speaking through a 
chip bag, suggested checking the receiving doors.

Cleo	addressed	the	cop.	“Can’t	find	him.”

“I’ll	check	around	back.”	The	cop	wanted	to	get	there	first	as	cops	
do. This one, in particular. He squealed away to serve and to protect 
and	to	get	there	first.

Anthony, having searched the entire promenade, returned to 
the ambulance, shrugging. “Nothing,” he said, resettling in the 
passenger	seat.	“Where	could	they’ve	gone?”

Cleo zigzagged through the lot, surveying the cart corrals. 
“Happens sometimes,” she said. “Victim wakes up, bolts before the 
cops arrive, especially if they were doing something illegal.” She 
crouched	in	her	seat	to	evaluate	a	garbage	station.	“Sometimes	it’s	
just something minor. Low blood sugar. Exhaustion. They pass out, 
come to a few minutes later and then carry on.”
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The cop returned and met the ambulance in the middle of the lot.

“Anything?” Cleo asked.

“Nada,” the cop replied. “Two bay doors. Checked them both.”

Then the store speakers crackled to life and the telltale intro to 
Sweet Caroline tumbled into the lot, all horns and good times.

“You hear that?” Anthony asked, ear to the window.

“Neil Diamond,” said the cop.

“Inside,” Cleo concluded.

Both vehicles raced to the entrance. The main doors were chained. 
Returns and Exchanges was locked. The cop broke in without 
breaking a sweat.

Barking.	A	German	Shepard	emerged	from	the	direction	of	Småland.	
The	dog	wasn’t	threatening,	but	the	cop	drew	his	gun.	Meanwhile	
the song grew in volume and happiness, and Cleo found herself 
singing. She covered her mouth to make herself stop.

The	dog	jumped,	paced,	barked,	and	guided	them	to	Småland	with	
its mushroom and ladybug décor. The cop hurdled the counter, 
though the tiny pine saloon door was open.

Cleo heard Anthony sing Buh, Buh, Buh as they descended on the 
ball pit. The cop picked up the chorus. The dog, stationed by a 
nylon green tree, whimpered.

The	man	in	the	ball	pit	wasn’t	bleeding	but	he	also	wasn’t	moving.	
One arm was slung over the rim of the pit like he was soaking in a 
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hot tub. His face was blurred by unwieldy curls. The cop dove into 
the	 ball	 pit,	 head	 first,	 without	 removing	 his	 shoes.	 He	 took	 the	
man’s	legs,	while	Anthony	grabbed	his	arms.	Together,	they	heaved	
the man onto the astro-turf carpet and checked his vitals. Anthony 
started	CPR	while	Cleo	set	up	the	defibrillator.

She	cut	open	the	victim’s	shirt,	dry-shaved	his	chest,	and	shocked	
his	heart.	The	dog	pawed	the	victim’s	 leg.	They	waited	while	 the	
chorus	started	anew.	The	cop	two-stepped	to	the	Småland	sign-in	
desk and returned with a phone.

“It was sitting on the intercom,” the cop said.

Cleo administered another shock.

Buh, buh, buh.

“Who called 911?” Anthony asked.

They	all	stared	at	the	dog.	The	song	finished	and	then	started	over.	
The man gasped. Cleo moved him into a recovery position. The dog 
licked her hand. Anthony got the stretcher. They loaded the victim 
onto	the	gurney,	wheeled	him	out	of	Småland.	A	rogue	plastic	ball
rolled out behind them. The dog fetched it, a souvenir, and 
crumpled the ball in its teeth.

The cop ushered the dog into the ambulance. “Meet you at 
Rockyview,” he said gesturing in the direction of the hospital and 
waltzing back to his cruiser.

Cleo	 climbed	 into	 the	 driver’s	 seat,	 swaying.	 Anthony	 made	 a	
microphone	with	his	fist.	He	snapped	his	fingers.	The	victim	 tore	
off his oxygen mask, sat up straight, pulled a ball from his shirt, and 
wrapped	his	hands	around	Anthony’s	neck.
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Glue Trap
Will Cordeiro

Oh, that? I had a rat problem. Snap traps, exterminators, live capture 

boxes	didn’t	work.	I	resorted	to	a	glue	trap.	In	the	pantry	the	next	

day, I found the rat adhered to the device. It was alive and chittering 

at me. I tried to peel it off and succeeded. But the glue now clung 

to	me;	the	rat	stuck	to	my	skin.	I	didn’t	want	to	damage	my	hand.	

So,	me	and	the	rat,	you	see,	we’ve	become	good	pals.

Please to meet you, sir, and thank you very much. 
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Apocalypse Next Tuesday
(a one scene tragic pantomime)

Alex Wasalinko

An Index of Characters

THE WIND: The wind

MOCKINGBIRD:	A	mockingbird,	not	to	be	confused	with	a	magpie

BEE: A bumblebee, benevolent in demeanor

BEE’S	PANIC:	A	bit	of	a	showboat

A Suggestion of Place

A stage in transition.

A Declaration of Time

Extended yet irrelevant. A forever Tuesday.

The Scene Plays out Below

A ketchup bottle falls off the counter and the lid shoots off, like a 

bullet from a gun.

The	cap	breaks	a	fist-sized	hole	through	a	pane	of	glass.

THE WIND barges in stage left, throwing streamers over the 

exposed, wooden roof beams. They are suspended by air and pure 

will power.
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MOCKINGBIRD	 squeezes	 through	 the	 hole	 unharmed	 and	 BEE	

enters stage right, rubbing sleep from his eyes.

MOCKINGBIRD	takes	advantage	of	BEE’s	delirium	and	begins	to	

croak	like	a	frog	until	BEE’s	PANIC	falls	out	of	his	ears	and	dances	

across the stage until they land in a spotlight.

BEE’S	 PANIC	 joins	 hands	 with	 THE	 WIND	 as	 MOCKINGBIRD	

continues to croak.

BEE begins to sob and his tears echo through the entire room.1

They gather in a puddle and mix with the mound of ketchup, spilling 

from the bottle.

End Scene

1 A Recommendation for Sound –	BEE’S	sobs	are	left	to	directorial	interpretation.	

Consider the following: rainbows dissipating, keys locking a door, footsteps 

walking	away,	a	phone	ringing	while	you’re	on	the	other	line,	a	dove	waiting	for	its	

tardy	partner,	sirens	five	blocks	away,	your	love	snoring,	drawers	closing,	my	car’s	
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Secrete Words
Jedediah Smith

 
 A slug had learned to spell in the human fashion. The other 
slugs and snails debated his achievement. 
 A mutation no doubt, said one. 
 Delusions of grandeur, offered another. Overcompensation! 
Latent horizontality!
	 Perhaps	the	consumption	of	genetically	modified	eggplant,	
a third opined.
 The slug had begun simply, tracing single letters on an 
Ortho pesticide box left by the garden. He slid over black blocky 
O’s	and	W’s	leaving	a	thick	trail	of	snotty	slime	drying	to	scalloped
edged	figures	like	a	fancy	font.	
 Perhaps too early, he attempted to solo, creating letters of 
his own devising that struck the other slugs like occult symbols, the 
residue of some night demon visitation. 
 But in very little time, as measured by the sesquiannual 
gastropod, the slug had mastered the slithy S and the cuspidillar 
M. Words secreted within outed during the night to dry silvery 
crystalline on the sidewalk by day. 
 He began insisting other slugs call him “Professor.” 
 They scorned him. 
 You are a hack, an imitator, a plagiarist, they said. You stand 
not on your own, but leech on the shoulders of the giants. You make 
nothing original. 
	 Gall	drove	 the	slug	 to	 form	 letters	 into	words,	words	 into	
sentences, sentences into aphorisms. 
 The brain evolves by will, he wrote on the patio next to the 
poop-scoop. 
 Energy transmutes matter into the numinous, he scribed on 
a headless doll left out in the yard. 
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 Mine is the truer art, he told the other slugs. My words 
recapitulate	the	protein	of	my	flesh.
 The mucous boustrophedons spiral from the meat of my 
being, smeared upon the world. 
	 By	 comparison,	 the	 giants’	 words	 are	 arbitrary,	 wholly	
ghosts,	wispy	memories	of	signifieds	that	never	were.	
 Let us all praise the new slug prose, he wrote. Let us all 
immerse in the shared slime of our body of literature.
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Tooth Brush Off
Jedediah Smith

 
 A man was in love with his toothbrush.
 The intimacies we have shared, he said, you know me like 
no other. I allow you inside me in the most delicate way. And the 
good you do me, the caresses you gift without discrimination. You
accept the worst I can give: the cutting incisors, the crushing molars, 
the piercing canines; still you stroke them all until everything is 
smooth between us. My gums grow plump and ruddy at your touch. 
My	tongue	flicks	at	your	tip.
 You are my beloved beyond gender, stern but tender.
	 No,	his	toothbrush	replied.	Your	love,	it’s	unrequited.
 I have seen the emptiness inside you. I know the truth. Your 
profoundest words are just quiverings of meat. They vowel up your 
windpipe,	flab	about	your	monstrous	tongue,	and	clickity-	clack	over	
your	boney	teeth.	It’s	revolting,	a	cacophony	of	smacking,	sucking,	
secreting, salivating skins. Your deepest feelings are nothing but 
squishings of bodily juice from one spongy organ to another.
 Love must be pure spirit, the toothbrush said.
	 Love	 is	 the	 cessation	 of	 flesh,	 said	 the	 toothbrush	 to	 the	
man who loved it anyway.
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one for you, one for me, Beenish Ahmed

tool, one for you, one for me, Beenish Ahmed
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The Best Sunscreen for Your Face
Scott Wordsman

is SPF
Let’s	Spend	the	Summer
Inside.
I could prescribe
a wealth
of misinformation,
the distance between
my heart and what
graces the page.
Last night I fell
head over heels
over my bike
on the way home
from a restaurant
job, wound
up spending
what I made
in eight hours
in thirty minutes
on band-aids, watch
repair, my bike.
There’s	no	such	thing
as a free lunch,
as serving brunch
with a bandaged hand
to immaculate women
and men who ask
my name, what happened
to your hand?
When they leave
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they leave
twenty percent
nearly always.
I	can’t	complain
about the order
the world
has written down
for me
on its pad.
I used to get mad
at people
for falling prey
to advertising, not
at the advertisements,
the self-elected execs.
This morning I read
Nevermind what happens
outside the window
of personal triumph
in	the	reflection
of	a	seven-year-old’s
Ray Ban sunglasses.
His mother was blonde,
eurocentric and god.
I told her everything,
I told her this
in earnest—
I	will	only	profit
when	there’s	nothing
left to think
to want to buy.
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Stop Arson Around Kevin, Psychosurrealism
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Nature Always Wins, Psychosurrealism
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Re:produce
Jennifer Lobaugh

They want it dimpled
and	firm	soft	round
exotic smooth juicy but
not too wet sweeter
cheaper wrapped
in plastic like Laura
Palmer over the sound
system a song about
immaculate conception
seedless	they	don’t	want
that grit in their teeth.
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Misgivings
Jennifer Lobaugh

I	can’t	say	the	word	summer	without	hearing	melon	can’t	say	the	
word mother without hearing moon it is always a Sunday when 
she	wears	her	dresses	 it’s	always	 the	summer	 I’m	waiting	 for	you	
favor peaches like I did the thick damp of stone fruits in Russian the 
difference	between	apples	and	clouds	and	if	she	couldn’t	unhaunt	
those	mountains	how	can	I	can’t	look	at	my	belly	without	mouthing	
eclipse.
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Clean
Jennifer Lobaugh

When	the	world	finally	ends,	I’m		 	 ahead
of the curve. One   hundred years ago, Lysol
was sold as a vaginal       cleanser. I   scrub
my hands raw; it is  never   enough. My love
is antiseptic. Wallow   in me — I will    turn
your hair green. My mother   always told me not
to use so much  peroxide on my  wounds.
I	didn’t	know	how						to	tell	her		 I	like	the	way	it	scars,
Caustic, she said, Another ardor ship-  wrecked
on the dangerous        reef of feminine       hygiene.
I am,           at last,          denatured.
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Perpetual Undoing, Coco Spencer
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parallax
Maia Joy

the second time that all of the gravity
slipped out from under our toes and
threw itself into a pile of other forgotten things,
they called it “suspension of disbelief”;

that moment where time begins to slip, so
slowly yet so suddenly, the way that train cars
slide past each other like tectonic plates
creating friction as one speeds up and the other
stays in exactly the same place as it were
one, two, three years ago, even though
the stagnant car manages to convince itself
that it is moving as well, even if the wheels
have yet to so much as screech a single
rotation against the tracks, which is funny

because gestalt principles are fucked up
and somehow it feels better to suspend,
however	briefly,	into	the	phenomenon	of
being sucked away— backwards, forwards,
whatever	way	the	other	train	isn’t	going—

the	first	time	that	all	of	the	gravity
slipped out from under our toes and
threw itself into a pile of other forgotten things,
they called it “an accident.”
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Into the Shoreline
Tor Lowell

Knotted, purple, strained
there are dents wearing future
into me. I was born
out of death and slammed
into the shoreline, concussive
and screaming. Hope marked
me	first,	slashed	promise	wounds
into my face, smiled at my
shame, vanished giggling around
the	bend,	beckoning	and	flirtatious.
Staunch, pressure, constrained
skittering eyes traveling on
imagination more mobile than
my legs, this cruel and
formidable life that sunrises
minds out of darkness and
flings	them	from	the	sky
mangled and uninhabitable.
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Folklore
Ginger Harris

scientists         (as if courting sleep)

set out             to count sheep

find	a	monolith											spearing	nature											bold	as	sun

then disappearing       as quickly—
 

as if already    people-weary 

fearing kickback         meddle of curiosity

I		don’t																want	to	know

the secret of planting        and supplanting 
 

so easily—        spare me        the spearing

can’t	imagine									a	crop	circle								or	fairy	ring

I’d	dismantle								of	sublimity

already	satisfied								taking							stock	

of	what’s									plain						and	I	want					

to count along         quantify         our dominion    
 

without       the staggering       interruption    

of an obelisk          the size     
 

of	god’s	fist
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At the adult beginner Spanish online night class
Maggie Rue Hess

on the evening we learn how to
say words for family members,
when	the	teacher	hasn’t	asked
anyone about their parents
and my turn is coming up – I just
know it – I mentally practice
how to tell the class
what I still have, because
I am always reaching for
the language to tell people
what	I	still	have,	and	that’s
when she calls on me:
Maggie, sus padres viven?
and even though I knew
she’d	ask,	I	don’t	know	how
she decided on that version,
not the usual Do you have parents?
that	I’m	used	to	interpreting,
so now all I can say is no
and mute myself. In the
ensuing	discomfort	I	Google
huérfana so I know how to say
what I am, though when
you say orphan	you	don’t	picture
the 20-something adjusting her accent
over Zoom, you picture
some despondent, lonely child
who maybe speaks Spanish
or	maybe	doesn’t
speak at all anymore or
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something similarly pathetic,
but either way everyone responds
with their sad faces and sad voices,
so of course I can never be sad
when I talk about it ––
it’s okay, I’m okay, está bien ––
when	of	course	I	don’t	mean	that
and	right	now	I’d	rather	say
yo tengo hermanas y un hermano
yo tengo mi abuela y abuelo
tuve una madre
I have, I have, I had.
I am
still learning
what
to say.
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Handwriting, Isabelle Duverger
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Issue 8 CUT / COPY / PASTE : The Original 

is	the	first	of	a	two-part	publication	experiment––	
its contents will be the foundation for 

Issue 9 CUT / COPY / PASTE : The Remix

For The Remix, we invite you to take work from 

The Original and cut / copy / paste it in various ways. 

This is open to your creative interpretation.

(All work chosen for The Remix must incorporate elements 

from The Original to be considered for publication.)

Ideas for inspiration: 
collage, decollage, pulling and incorporating a quote, 

combining pieces, rearranging pieces, writing on images, 

writing in the margins

More details and guidelines on this call for submissions

may be found online at:

TinySpoon.org/Submissions

*all work in The Remix will give a note to the original piece(s) it incorporates
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Coco Spencer is a mixed-media artist from California now based in 
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